
We’ll crow all day about the properties of our Power™ Sort Box. The sturdy, black box keeps your photos safe from sunlight’s harmful rays. The carefully 
tested polypropylene material is proven not to damage your photos. As places to store your pictures go, this one’s pretty darned safe.

But fireproof? Certainly not.

So chalk this story up mostly to luck. When Shanna Shannon’s Texas home survived Hurricane Ike in September, she and her family 
considered themselves lucky. When the generator they were using during the power outage that followed shorted out and burned 
their home to the ground, they didn’t consider themselves quite as lucky.

But when a slightly bubbled Power Sort Box turned up in the smoldering rubble, Shanna told her Consultant, Unit Leader Juliene 
Wallace, they considered themselves lucky again. The photos inside were in perfect condition. Refrigerator? Gone. Wrought-iron 
chairs? Nowhere to be found. Power Sort Box? Doing just fine, thank you.

And a few days later, when an intact Power Sort Mini Box turned up in  
another part of the ruins, the Shannon’s felt very lucky indeed (all things  
considered). You see,  
that Mini Box contained  
the wedding photos  
Shanna had just recently  
removed from an old  
acidic album because  
they were starting  
to yellow.

Shanna’s home fully engulfed and the Power Sort Box found after the fire.18

Tech N
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PROTECT your photos
Protecting photos from handling and the environment requires Page Protectors, Side-Loading Sleeves or, 
in the case of our PicFolio™ Albums, Story Sleeves. These plastic sheets are more than just an afterthought. 
They ensure that your customers’ memories will survive the test of time.

Protection from handling

Handling includes everything from sticky 

hands to spills to physical damage. Without 

protection, photos are vulnerable to damage. 

After all, albums are meant to be used, not to 

sit safe on a shelf. To test for handling we use 

a tear tester, which measures the resistance of 

a plastic to tearing. We can also use the Tear 

Tester to measure the seam strength of our 

Page Protectors and Side-Loading Sleeves. 

Protection from the environment

The environment includes high humidity and 

ozone. These factors are particularly harmful 

to digital prints, such as some prints produced 

on home inkjet printers. Page Protectors and 

related products limit the damage caused by 

poor storage conditions or air pollution that 

may be present in your home.

We also measure haze and abrasion resistance 

of plastic products so that they do not 

adversely affect the appearance of your photos. 

Our plastic products comply with ISO18902, 

which requires that materials 

used in photographic albums 

be made of a safe material and 

pass the Photographic Activity 

Test. Prohibited plastics include 

polyvinylchloride (PVC), which is 

the same material used to make 

some magnetic album pages. 

Polypropylene, on the other hand, 

is a photo-safe material that is 

used to make Page Protectors, 

Side-Loading Sleeves, and Story 

Sleeves.

Finally, we use our album tester 

to verify that Page Protectors, 

Side-Loading Sleeves, and Story 

Sleeves will function over time. 

With this test, we were able to  

verify that the new Side-Loading Sleeves 

would prevent the loss of anything stored in 

the album. 

I’d rather be lucky than fireproof

Dr. Mark Mizen
DireCtOr OF 
teChnOLOGy

The Tear Tester uses a swing pendulum to 

measure tear resistance.


